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不可使用計算機

※ Note that throughout the paper, the height of a binary tree with only one node is de fî ned as 1 while an 
empty binary tτee has height of zero . 

l 是非題 (1 6 分 ; 每題作答正確則得 2 分 ， 作答錯誤則得 0 分並倒扣 1 分， 未作答得 0 分)

For each quest ion from (1- 1) to (1-8), mark T (or 0 ) if the statement gi ven is true , mark F (or x) 
otherwise . Note that you wilI eam 2 points for each correct answer and Iose 1 point fo r each incorrec t 
answer. You earn no po int if you do not give any answer. 

(1 - 1) lf a PI油lem can be solved by a recursive algorithm , then the problem can be solved by an 
iterative algorithm with the same time complexity. 

( 1-2) For sequen tial search, searching a data item in a data list sorted by the key values shows better 
wors t case perfo口nance than searching in an unsorted data list. 

(1 -3) The ADT (Abstract Data Type) of sparse matrix can be used for the ADT of genera] matrix. 

(1-4) Hashing can be applied to developing a sorling algorithm of time complexi ty no worse than 
O(nlog2n ) where n is the number of data items. 

( 1 -5) The relation among all the members of a famíl y can be represented by a directed graph. 

( 1-6) Heap sort algori thm belongs to the category of selection sortíng. 

( 1-7) G iven a graph G , if there is a vertex V of G such that DFS(v) spanning tree is 叫so the BFS(v) 
spanning tree of G , then G is also a tree structure. 

( 1 -8 ) When creating a B-tree from a l ist of data items, the data items must be aJ ready sorted by the 
key vaJ ues. 

2 選擇題 (1 6 分， 每小題 2 分)

For each question from (2月 1) to (2-8), please give all appropriate items as the answer (2 poinb each). 
Note that there might be two or more appropri ate items and you must give all such items to get the 
points. 1n case you believe that no approprìate item is listed, then give F as your answer. 

(2- 1) Listed below are statements about array in computer programming and data structures: 
。 Array can be used to implement the data type of character strings of variable length. 
@ Array can be used to implement the data type of complex numbers in mathematics. 
@ The components o f an αrray do not need to be of the same data type and the same size. 
@ Array can be used to implement linked list and array can be implemented by linked list ‘ 

~ The number of dimensions of an array is only limited by available memory storage. 
Based on the above, which is/are true? 
(A) Q)@ are correct. (B) @ @ are correct and @ are incorrec t. 
(C) @~ are incorrect . (D) Q)~ 缸e correct and @ are incorrec t. 
(E) Q) is correct and @ is incorrec t. 

(2-/) Which of the fo llowing statements is/are true? 
(A) Priority queue is a data stmcture with FIFO property. 
(B) Gìven a binary tree T of no leaves, the threaded binary tree of T has (2.no) threads. 
(C) Given an AVL tree T of n nodes, the time complexi ty of doi ng LL and RR rotalions 00 T 

are the same as that of doing LR and RL rotations 0 0 T. 
(D) = x + y z ìs the prefix representation of the io fix expression x = y + Z. 

(E) None of the above is true 

(背 面仍有題目，請繼續作答)
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(2-3) 1n sorting n (n > 2) data items us ing a compaJison-based sorti ng aIgorithm, if k denotes the 
number of key comparisons and m denotes the number of data movements incurred from 
mai ntaining the order of the data items, then which of the following is/are correct? 

(A) (n . log2n ) 主 m 豆 n阱- 1 )/2 (B) (n. log2n) 豆 k 三 n(n-l )/2 ( c) 。 三 m 三 k 三 n2

(D) If m = 0, then k = (n - l) (E) lf k = n(n-.l )/2 , then m = (k - l ) 

(2-4) Given a triangular matri x T of dimension n x n and an an ay U of m componen ts. U is used to 
store the non-zero components of T. If T[O] [ l ] is stored into U[O] and T[ l ][4] :'s stored into 
U[n+ 1], then which of the following is/are true? 
(A) T is a Iower 訂iangular matrix and T[i]的 社 0 ， 0 至 i <j < n. 
(B) T [k] [k ] = 0 ， 0 三 k<n .

(c) T[4] [9] is stored into U [4n -5]. 
(D) T he value stored into U [3 n+ 7] is the value of T [3][6]. 
(E) The non-zero components of T are stored ínto a:πay U by the column-major order. 

(2-5) Which of the following infonnation can determine the structure of a binary tree T ? 
(A) T is a complete binary tree a:nd the output of doing in-order traversal on T. 
(B) Consider T as a graph and its adjacency matrix . 
(c) T he output of doing level-order traversal a:nd post-order traversaI on T. 
(D) The output of doing pre-order traversal on T and the number of degree- l nodes of T. 
(E) T ha:s no degree-l node and the output of doing pre-order traversal on T. 

(2毛) Regarding to Dijkst悶's algori thm in solving the shortest path problem , which of following 
statements a:re true? 
(A) T he Dijks tra 's algorithm solves the shortest path problem 0 ][1 edge-wei ghted multi-graph 

in wh ich all the weights are non-negative. 
(B) The Dijkstra's algorithm belongs to the category of greedy algori thms. 
(C) When implementing the Dijkstra's aIgorithm, the data structure of priori ty queue is used. 
(D) For the Dijkstra's algorithm, using a句acency list and adjacency matrix show the same 

worst-ca:se time complexity. 
(E) The Dijkstra's algorithm can be used to find the mí nimum cost spanning tree . 

(2-7) Which of the folIowing statements on sorting is/a:re not true? 
(A) The data items to be sorted must be of the same length . 
(B) Comparison-based sortìng algorithms always show tìme complexity better than those 

of non-comparison-based sorting algorithms. 
(C) W hether the sortíng algorithm is stable or not may depend on the implementation. 
(D) 1f the data items to be sorted a:re already sorted at the beginning of sorting process , then 

this sorting ca:se will produce the best case performance of the sorting algori thm. 
(E ) In binary tree sort, the output is produced from the pre-order traversal of a binary tree 

with the height of O(n ). 

(2-8) In searching a data item with key value k in a set of n data items, which is/a:re true? 
(A) Hashi ng is most efficient approach if the hash table h月s n buckets . 
(B) Binary search tree is be tter than binary search ìf the data items are not sorted. 
(C) Binary search is better than sequen tiaI search if the data items a:re not sorted. 
(D) The time complex íty of a successfuI search is the same as that of a failed sea:rch. 
(E) 巾he actual searching time depends onl y on k and n . 
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3. On merge sort , ,)[ease do the fo llowìng: 

(3- 1) Derive its time complexi ty using recnrrence relation. (6 points) 

(3 -2) Is merge sort a stable sorting algorithm? Prove your answer. (6 points) 

4. Given the complexity of F I is 0 (n2
) and that of F 2 and F J aJe respectively O(n . log2n) and 0(10位的四

If G is a compound function of F J, F2 and FJ and G = Fl + Fz .F J , then what is the complexity of G '! 
(6 points) 

5 , The C function popMinHeapO gíven below ís supposed to delete the small est ínteger from a min 
heap which is stored in an integer 缸ray heap[]. After executing popMinHeapO , the heap remains as a 
min heap structure . Variable n indicates the number of keys contained in array heap 日 . Unfortunately, 
popMinHeapO has some bugs. Please correct all the bugs in the program. DO NOT rewri te the entire 
program , just show your modi fícation wíth the line number. (LO points) 

int popMinHeap(int *n, int* heap) 
2 int parent, child, mín , tmp; 
3 min = heap[l] ; tmp = heap[n--]; 
4 P叮ent = 1; child = 2; 
5 while (child < *n) { 
6 if ((child <= *0) && (heap[child] > heap[child + 1])) 
7 child++; 
8 if (tmp > heap[child]) break; 
9 heap[parent] = heap [child]; parent = child; 
10 child = parent*2; } 
11 heap[parent] = tmp; 
12 return min; 
13 

6 , For each of the terms below, please give its definition or explanatíon. (9 poínts , 3 points each) 

(1) Eulerian walk (2) Strongly connected graph (3) Balance factor of AVL tree 

7. Suppose you are given a set of alphabets and their frequencíes beJ ow. (5 points) 

I Alphabet 

I Frequency 

a 

15K 

e 

lOK 2K 4K 

向一一一一一一一一「

P 

7K 

(1) Constmct the Huffman encoding tree step-by-step based on the table. (3 points) 

(2) Encorle the message “alpha" using the Huffman encoding tree. (2 points) 

(背面仍有
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8. 複選題 : (1 5 points) 

(8-.) 8i ven a preorder traversal sequence of a binary search tree T as 

4 1, 20 , 8 , 32 , 25 , 63 , 55 , 49 , 44.68 , 65. 

W hích of the fo lIowing statement(s) is (訂e) true? (5 points) 

(A) The number of leaf nodes in the tree T ìs 4. 
(B) If the tree T is traversed by postorder traversa1. the first node visited ís 8. 
(c) T he heìght of T is 4 . 
(D) T he tree T is not an AVL tree. 
(E) Tbe tree T cannot be uniquely determined. 

共 Jf. 頁， 第佯頁
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(8-2) Given an undirected graph G(V, E) where the number of vertexes is " and the number of edges 
is m. Whìc: h ,jf the following statement(s) ìs (are) true about the graph G? (5 poínts) 
(A) If G is represen ted by adj acency matrix, the space complexity ìs 0 (n2

) . 

(B) If G is represented by adjacency list, the space complexity is O(m). 
(C) If G is represented by adjacency lis t, the time complexity to determine whether G is 

connected is O(m ). 
(D) If G is connected , then n 三 m +1. 
(E) 1f G is represented by adj acency list , the time complex ity for determining whether every 

vertex in G has at least two paths to any other vertex in G is O(nJ

) 

(8-3) An'ange the fo llowing functio ns by growth rat己 III increasing order. 

TL , log(n !), n2, n. log(log n. ), 21棚， 7， nzlog n , FZ3, n! '(log n )log n 

Based on the increasing order arrangement, which of the follow ing statement(s) is (are) true? 
(5 points) 

(1\) 211 is located at the !ast position. 
(B ) n 2 log n is located at the fifth position . 
(C ) (\og n )log n ís located before n 3 

(D) log(n! ) is located before n2
. 

(E) n 3 is located at the seventh position. 

9 . Given a hash table of 11 buckets, labeled from 0 to 10. Each bucket can hold only one key. The hash 
fu nction h(key) = key % 11. Chaining is used in the hash scheme. Now, suppose the hash table is 
initiall y empty and then the numbers “ 3, 4 1! 15 , 36, 74, 58 , 9 1 ， 45 ， 48 ， 64" 紅e hashed sequen tíally 
into the hash table. ( 11 points) 

(1) Sho w the hash table after inserting the sequence of numbers; (3 points) 

(2) What are the average comparisons if each n,llmber of the sequence is louked up Onιε? (3 points) 

(3) 1n general , what is the worse-case time complexity for hashing in such a hash scheme? (2 poínts) 

(4) If the worse-case time complex ity of hashing need to be improved to O(log 11 ), how ? (3 points) 


